Host SM_James says:
Summary: Planetside, the smoke after the evening's diplomatic incident continues to clear, and the away team regroups for another approach. Meanwhile, aboard Claymore, there begins a game of chess.

Star Trek: A Call to Duty is proud to present the USS Claymore in: "Mending Fences"

Episode 13: "Moves, Countermoves" (12109.18)

=/\= BEGIN MISSION =/\=
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::In his planetside quarters, reading his PADD::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::waking up in sickbay after a good night's sleep, is feeling much better::
Host SM_James says:
Scene: Early morning on Arealyn. 0700 on Claymore. Movement can be heard planetside in the guest housing section, presumedly personnel making preparations for the day.
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Standing in her quarters admiring her cosmetic surgery handiwork – making herself look Areaylnian.::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::sits up on the biobed and swings his legs off of it – looks around for a nurse::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: Exiting her quarters, she nods to the security officers along the hall. A few steps from her door she stops and rings the chime of her captain's quarters.::
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::arrives at the door to the captain's quarters and presses what she thinks might be the equivalent of a door chime::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens checked her phaser and stowed it once again. She walked over to a mirror and brought her hair up into a tight bun::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble> ::Walks through sickbay checking on everyone.  Sees Siddig stirring and heads over to check on him.::  CEO: How are you doing today, Ensign?
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@::Sitting in the lounge, sipping a hot cup of coffee...with plenty of non-coffee in it::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@ Noble: I'm feeling much better, Doctor... ::stretching::
Host SM_James says:
Scene: Media outlets continue to replay clips from last night's security display, while reporters/commentators do their thing.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
Door:  Come in.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
@<TO2_Lt_Lindsey> :: standing up from a chair where she had been reading a book.:: CEO:  Good to see you up.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: Enters::  CO:  Good morning, Sir.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@ ::nods and smiles at Lindsey - is surprised she's still there, thinks that's the old Siddig charm::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble>::Pulls out his tricorder and scans Siddig...observes what it says.:: CEO: Well according to this, you are definitely doing better than last night.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: There's a chime at the CMO's door.
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::tugs at her dress white jacket to straighten it a bit before entering:: CO: Fair morning, Captain. You wished to speak with me?
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@Noble: So, do you think I'm ready to be released from sickbay? I'd like to get out of this dress uniform. ::gesturing to the dress uniform he slept in::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble> CEO: Well, Ensign, you're free to go when you're ready to.  I'll let the MO know that I've cleared you to go.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@Noble: Great! ::hops down off the biobed and approaches Lindsey::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
Door: Enter. ::Stevens turns to face the door, her hand drifting back towards the phaser::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
@ <TO2_Lt_Lindsey> CEO:  I was not sure if you wanted to head back down to the planet or not.  If you do, I am with you.  However, you might want to get clearance from your doctor first.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@:: enters the lounge ::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO/CSO:  Good morning, Lieutenants.  ::Sets his PADD down and stands from his desk::
Host SM_James says:
@<CNS_LtJG_Jervase> ::strides breezily into sickbay, pauses just inside the doorway, scans an assessing look over the relatively disordered order::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::nods:: Lindsey: Yeah ... I should probably change clothes first at least. Meet in the transporter room in twenty minutes and we'll beam back down?
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@::Takes another sip, glancing out the viewport at the planet below::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@ ::flirts:: Lindsey: Unless you think I'd be safer having you escort me to my quarters? ::chuckles::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@<HLM4_Ens_M'irl> :: maintaining standard orbit ::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble> *MO*: I just wanted to let you know that I'm clearing Siddig from sickbay.  His readings are all normal and he's got no signs of remaining symptoms of the anaphylaxis.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@:: sees Raeyld and approaches her :: CIV: Commander.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CSO:  Yes, I did.  It's about this ceremony.  Did you get any further information about it from Rylna?  ::Moves to the counter and pours himself a glass of water, then makes a gesture as if to ask if either of them would also like a glass::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: shakes her head as she stands next to Sheva::  CO:  They did not say what time breakfast would be served or if we were on our own.  Have you heard?
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@::Glances up and smiles a bit:: FCO: SubLieutenant... Would you like to join me?
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens leaves one hand on her phaser and walks to the door and opens it::

Host SM_James says:
<Tiran> ::enters the CMO's room, just far enough in for the door to close:: CMO: Ah, Doctor. I'm glad to see you're awake. The governor has invited you to join him for first meal.
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@*Noble*; Sounds good.  I need to inform you that I'm not feeling very well myself.  I'll be fine, but I need to call in sick for my shift.  You will probably need to call in Jennings to oversee things for alpha shift, okay?
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO2_Lt_Lindsey> :: shakes her head::  CEO:  I will meet you in the transporter room.  I need to check in with my CTO.
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::nods to the captain, accepting the offer:: CTO: I'm wondering that too. CO: I'm afraid I've heard nothing from Rylna other than the ceremony was postponed, but he did not specify why or for how long.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@::nods:: CIV: I would, Commander, but only momentarily.  
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@ ::strikes out:: Lindsey: See you there. ::nods and waves to Noble as he leaves sickbay::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens smiles curtly:: Tiran: I would be honored, thank you.
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble>::Nods to Siddig as he leaves and moves into one of the unoccupied rooms.:: *MO*: You sure you want me to call Jennings in?  I could come and give you a once over instead.  Maybe it's something easy to handle and we could have you back on your feet shortly.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: With a yawn, stands outside the CMO's door, waiting::
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@FCO: Then momentarily it is.  ::Gestures to the seat across from hers and sips from her mug casually::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::heads for the nearest turbolift::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@:: joins her at the table next to the window :: CIV: I had been thinking, about our conversation yesterday a bit.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<SEC1_PO1_Abara> :: having followed the CSO to the captain's quarters, stands outside, watching the other security personal curiously.::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Somewhat more subdued than usual::  CSO:  I see.  I suppose that handles it, for the time being.  It would have been nice to potentially make an inroad – and we may still have an opportunity – but after last night....
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@FCO: Oh?
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::As an aside::  CTO:  Mmm...no word, yet.  I thought I'd wait before I had anything to eat, just in case...I suspect the way our hosts have been so accommodating, they'll let us know.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::enters turbolift:: TL: Deck two... ::rides alone, smells open uniform jacket, screws up his nose::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@*Noble*: Oh no.  I've run some scans.  I'll be fine.  Just a little tired and my stomach's a bit upset.  I'll be fine.  Up and about soon, I'm sure.  Please do give Jennings a call.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: Her comm chirping she nods and steps away for a moment to listen to Lindsey's report.::
Host SM_James says:
<Tiran> ::nods once, and motions for Stevens to follow him, before turning back to head out the door, adjusting his robe slightly::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens follows Tiran out of her room and nods to Begay:: Tac: I've been invited to breakfast, so I suppose we're off. Shall we? ::Offers Begay her arm::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble>::Thinks...tiredness and upset stomach...and begins to wonder about Simmons but puts out a call to Jennings anyway.::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CO:  Lindsey reports that Ensign Siddig is up and getting ready to rejoin us.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::arrives on deck two and heads for his quarters::
Host SM_James says:
@<CNS_LtJG_Jervase> ::moves further into the sickbay, and his eyes land on the doctor on duty, but as he's currently occupied, he just watches for now::
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::her stomach rumbles and groan audibly; embarrassed, she puts a hand to her abdomen and blushes, her cheeks a deeper blue:: CO/CTO: Sorry. Andorian metabolism. Pesky high protein requirements.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: Yes, also I needed to inform you that additional duties will have the MO and myself... unavailable for some time.  We are... completing an objective that the captain has set for us. :: somewhat cagily:: 
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Raises a breath, then pauses, considers, and finally, continues::  CTO:  I'm pleased to hear he's feeling better.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: looks curiously at the CMO as he falls into step with her.::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble>::Heads back out into main sickbay and sees Jervase looking his direction.:: CNS: Can I help you?
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::enters quarters, heads for bathroom, strips out of stinky dress uniform::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: simply smiles at Sheva::  CO:  As am I.  It is good to know it was only an allergic reaction to one of the foods.  I suggest we remain cautious about that.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: A serving person wearing the now far too familiar robes of the Order advises security at the captain's door that 'first meal' is being prepared, if the delegation is interested. The server doesn't wait long for a reply.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Smiles toward Sheva::  CSO:  Not a worry.  I've been hungry for hours.
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@::Smiles a bit behind her mug:: FCO: I see...
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::showers in his sonic shower – sings the latest Trillian pop hit, "Slug Love"::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
@<TO2_Lt_Lindsey> :: quickly heads to the lounge to get something to eat.  She could imagine it would be a long day.::

Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  Indeed.  It's always a hazard.  I'm told that Trill are perhaps more susceptible to it than most, something I might have considered, had I known.  ::Shrugs slightly::  Not my area of expertise.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@<HLM_Ens_Lawrence>:: monitoring the activity on the bridge... looking over various reports from the arm interface.::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Takes out the vial that the FCO gave her.  Setting it on the counter, she slides her arm out of her Arealynian-style clothing and places the hypo against the fleshy under part of her arm and injects the transponder....it stings a bit more than she anticipated, but not too badly.  Slides her arm back into her outfit.::
Host SM_James says:
@<CNS_LtJG_Jervase> ::shakes his head slightly:: MO: Oh, nothing for me. It's more if you need a hand here. ::grins, just slightly:: Shrinking minds is my other life. My first life was within these walls. Well, not *these* walls. But... you know.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CO:  I guess that is what my father would call the breakfast gong.  :: watches the serving person leave.::  I guess we go to where we were last night?
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::finishes showering, steps out of shower and goes to his closet – good thing he has more than one dress uniform::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble> CNS: Well, I've called Jennings in, but I'm sure you could help out if you'd like.  I've been on duty most of the night, and Simmons just called in...sick, so he may need a hand during alpha shift.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: I ... didn't want you to worry.  If you hear from us.  That's when you should worry... I instituted a failsafe, actually from an idea that you had in particular.  You’ll know if it happens. :: trusts she'll understand ::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  If not, then we're in for a brisk constitutional to further stoke our appetite.  ::Nods and smiles once to Sheva, then to Tsela-Yokaze, then gestures to the door::  CSO/CTO: After you.
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Rubs at the underside of her arm where she injected the transponder.  It's starting to itch just a little.::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::dons his other dress uniform, adjusts the collar, admires himself in a mirror – thinks he looks a bit like a dark-skinned, young Picard, with hair::
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: Stevens is lead down a series of corridors, and one level lower, before being brought to an elegantly laid out dining hall. There, people move about placing dishes, as Governor Sellakc is seated and handed some kind of pinkish drink. He looks up, and gestures for Stevens to occupy the seat next to him.
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@FCO: I see.  ::Does finally set down the mug, although she still has both hands wrapped around it:: And, in the worst-case scenario, what risks does this project post toe the rest of the crew, ship, and/or mission?
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: exiting the room, she pauses briefly as she looks both ways.  Someone not watching carefully would not notice the slight pause.  Then moving aside, she waited for the other two to exit, nodding at Abara to join them.::
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
CO/CTO: If so, I hope there's no press around. I got word from the ship overnight that the press had a field day with what happened to Ensign Siddig last night. Punditry seems to be culturally ingrained on this world. Seems to be the primary way they convey news and opinions.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens makes her way to the seat indicated and sits down:: Sellakc: Thank you for the invitation
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> CMO:  I can join you if they permit or wait near the back.  What is your preference?
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CSO:  I am not surprised.  One of the groups is going to make use of it if they can.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: That's precisely why this is... set up this way.  Little to no risk to the mission/crew... Starfleet ad nauseum, aside from myself and Simmons of course.  There's a risk there.  Likelihood... I like our chances... severity death in the event of worst case, but that's why I'm having this conversation.  A mitigation measure.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Follows the CSO and CTO, also checking his line-of-sight in all directions, as old habits die hard, then tugs on his uniform jacket::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Puts away the pieces that she used for the plastic surgery into her medkit and makes sure everything is stocked just in case.  It will definitely be coming down to the planet with them.::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
@<TO2_Lt_Lindsey> :: munching on a breakfast sandwich, she makes her way to the transporter to await the CEO::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::orders a Banean Marob root tea from the replicator, to go, and heads out of his quarters carrying the mug and once again ready to save the universe::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
Sellakc: Would it appropriate to have my friend dine with us?
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@FCO: I assumed as much. And while I respect your need for...discretion, the rest of the ship and crew are still my responsibility. I need to know the precise nature of any potential threats to them. Not necessarily the nature of your project, but certainly the nature of the threats it may pose, regardless of how implausibly small the risk may be.
Host SM_James says:
@<CNS_LtJG_Jervase> MO: I'll clear my schedule for today if I'm needed. I can be on reserve in case he gets overloaded.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: appearing more a gentleman then security, he helps the doctor with her chair while waiting for an answer from her... he could care less about the governor::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble> CNS: I hope he would appreciate it, but with Jennings, you never actually know.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: The CO and his team won't have to look very hard for food. The handful of people in robes moving through the corridor is essentially pushing them that way. Not literally, of course. Unless they get in their way.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::carrying his tea, he heads back towards the turbolift and enters:: TL: Transporter room three... ::sips tea as doors close and lift kicks into motion::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Stands in front of the mirror admiring the change in her skin tone and facial features...almost likes the more bronze look on her as opposed to her normal 'pale' pallor.::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: I understand.  The point is the task cannot be linked directly to Claymore as a sanctioned activity. Plausible deniability keeps Claymore safe and allows people to act in good faith to their duties.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: sniffs flightily::  CO/CSO:  At a guess, we are heading in the right direction.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  Seems likely.  ::Swept up in the flood of robed individuals headed for breakfast, does his best to keep up while also watching very closely for anyone brushing too close to any of them::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble> ::Finishes making rounds as he gets ready to close out gamma shift.::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::turbolift arrives at the right deck, he steps out and heads for the TR sipping his tea as he goes::
Host SM_James says:
<Governor_Sellakc> CMO: Of course. There's more than enough for everyone. We've... done our best to prepare some things you may be more familiar with, Doctor. In the event our cuisine proves unsuitable for you or your friend.
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@FCO: And again, I agree. However, I still, personally, need to know the risks.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: That's as direct as I feel I can be without jeopardizing your position.  Risk is low.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens waves Begay over to her side:: Sellakc: I'm eager to dig in and try it, thank you.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::enters transporter room three; goes to the replicator and recycles his mug, nods at the TR operator and checks the wall chronometer – 19 minutes has elapsed since he left Lindsey in sickbay::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: As far as Claymore and crew, aside from myself and Simmons. 
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
@ <TO2_Lt_Lindsey>  ::pushes away from the wall where she was chatting with the transporter officer::  CEO:  I believe some of the team is heading for breakfast.  :: dusts the crumbs from her hands.::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::jumps as Lindsey appears seemingly out of nowhere – thinks that's what makes her a good tactical officer, natural camouflage:: Lindsey: Didn't see you there.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::motions to the transporter pad:: Lindsey: Ladies first...
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@<Noble>::Sits down on one of the rolling stools and starts making notations on some of the patient charts.::
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: CO and his team are brought into what, essentially, appears to be a meal hall. Assorted foods are laid out in sufficient quantities to feed a small army. Pastries, puddings, cakes, assorted other pleasantries are set out to be had on the run, or while in-between events. Apparently, they do this often.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: takes the seat next to the CMO and looks curiously at the food.  Yesterday they had eaten before they had left the ship, but he had not been prepared for staying the night.::
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@FCO: I'm sorry, SubLieutenant. "Risk is low" is insufficient for me. Either you can provide me more detail, or I can request it from Captain Damrok himself, which – given the need for discretion – would involve recalling him from the surface.
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::stays close to the CO and CTO, keeps a hand close to her holstered tricorder at her side so as not to lose it in the crowd::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
@::now on the transporter pad with Lindsey:: TR Operator: You may dematerialize us when ready.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: Trust is... as you know to me.  Important and not easily given.  I'm trusting you by bringing this to you, as necessity.  I need you to trust my assessment, as I have been given this task.  I have been given this task from the captain.  He will probably not allow interruption to his diplomatic mission and wave you off to trust me as he does.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: A similar arrangement of assorted foods is served, in what appear to be more like a few courses, for the guests at the governor's house.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Approaches one of the tables and grabs a small plate::  CSO:  Seems...fairly light on protein.  ::Pauses::  ...Maybe?  It's difficult to tell, sometimes.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: What you chose to do is up to you, but given our history, I hope you allow me to proceed in the interest of the mission.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: The CEO and his security escort are beamed down to join the rest of the team in the dining hall.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CO/CSO: As my parents would say, try a small bite, wait a moment and if no reaction and you like it, try some more.  I would say fruit is usually safer, but that is not always true.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::materializes just outside the dining hall with the loyal Lieutenant Lindsey at his side::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens looks over the table and selects a small pastry-like object to start with::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Takes a very small assortment of the whatever-they-are, just to avoid the potential for too many sweets this early in the morning, and regrets his morning calisthenics in the apparent absence of more nutritious fare::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::throws open the dining hall doors and leads the way in::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO2_Lt_Lindsey> CEO:  Go ahead and join them.  I will be near the back with Abara if you need us.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::salutes Lindsey::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Begins pacing her quarters...waiting is NOT her strong suit, but since she's already been cosmetically altered, she can't leave her quarters....so pacing is her only option.::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::approaches the captain:: CO: Sir ... I have returned form the Claymore.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: Picking up a plate, she takes a small sampling of a variety of items, staying with fruits and vegetables.  She rarely ate the meats of an alien world without knowing what it was, after an experience long ago as a child.::
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@FCO: I appreciate you, Sub Lieutenant. And I hope we've both demonstrated a level of trust with each other to this point. But my responsibilities to the crew while responsible for the ship is on another level - it comes from the captain. I'm glad Captain Damrok trusts you. And I do to.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::feeling bad about what happened:: CO: I just wanted to apologize, Sir, for any trouble I may caused sir, with my ... overindulgence yesterday, Sir.
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@FCO: But he also trusts me. And unless he directly informs me otherwise, I have a responsibility to pursue this. Otherwise, I betray his trust. And...I will not risk that.  ::Quietly sips from her coffee again::
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
CO: High caloric and glucose intake makes for good temporary substitutes. ::grins as she takes a plate and a few of the sugary looking ones::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO2_Lt_Lindsey> :: Finding her fellow officer she joins him where they quietly discuss what they have seen and heard so far and then proceed to listen and watch some more.::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Looks up as Siddig enters a touch theatrically::  CEO:  I'm also pleased to see that you're up and feeling better.  We're about to have breakfast – but I hope, for your sake, you had the chance to eat a bit of food that will be a better fit for you before you beamed down.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CEO:  It is good to see you and to know it was not something intentional.
Host SM_James says:
<Rylna> ::pokes his head into the dining hall, scans, then nods, before ducking back out to attend some other thing that apparently doesn't involve being here::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::smiles sheepishly:: CO: I'll be sticking with a liquid diet this morning, I assure you. Had some tea before I beamed down. ::smiles at CTO::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
CTO: Yes, I was particularly glad to learn that no one was trying to poison me ... I mean, us.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: With that, I am almost out of time.  Timing is important.  Then I will leave you to contact the Captain, I wish I could be more specific.  If I think of a better way to communicate without compromising you and the crew I will, and I’m sorry for my failure in that regard. :: straightens his uniform :: CIV: That being stated.  Thank you for your... trust.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens takes a bite, surprised by the savory nature at first but enjoying the texture and flavor:: 
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Briefly stops her pacing to look out the viewport before starting her pacing up again.::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: reaches for something that reminds him of frybread and takes a small bite.  Smiles lightly::  CMO:  You might like this.  Though it normally tastes better with honey.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::looks at the long buffet table with curiosity::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CEO:  Very glad to hear it.  Your apology is accepted.  I hope you will take the opportunity to learn from the experience.  ::Smiles, somewhat rigidly, and moves away toward a table with his small plate::
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
CEO: Ensign! I see you've survived your first diplomatic event. Back for seconds, neh?
Host SM_James says:
<Governor_Sellakc> CMO: I will understand entirely if you have duties elsewhere. Unfortunately, outside of today's scheduled negotiations, I am due to the assembly this morning. ::sighs:: Governor Cedric has put forward another motion for immediate termination. After recent events... I... should likely be there to argue against it.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@<HLM_Ens_Lawrence> *CIV*: I've prepared a report from the past twelve hours of activity.  It seems... an execution took place.  It's an interesting situation down there, Ma'am.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
CO: Yes Sir. Of course, Sir. ::decides it's best to give Damrok a wide berth for the remainder of this away mission::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: watching Siddig::  CEO:  Did the doctor tell you what food caused the reaction?
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens sets her pastry down and takes a matching piece:: Begay: I guess now we should try one of the sauces and hope we get lucky. ::She smiles at him and selects a small purple sauce to try on the bread::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
CTO: I believe they were still completing their analysis. But they cleared me for duty.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: curious::  CMO:  Perhaps that is what this is meant for then... dipping bread.  ::quietly::  What did he mean by termination?
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::takes an icy glass of water and brings it and her plate to a nearby open table with a few spare seats that appears to be reserved for guests, and sits down::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CEO:  Then just take care.  :: follows the captain and CSO to some empty settings.::
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@::Nods with a ghost of a sigh:: FCO: I understand. Thank you, SubLieutenant. If you'll excuse me... *HLM*: Understood,  Ensign. I'm on my way to the bridge.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens twists her face up:: Begay: Nononono. That's bitter. Bitter and salty. Not a great mix with the bread
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::smiles at Sheva and follows the others to some empty settings:: CSO: Yes, back for seconds ... well, not literally. I think I'll be passing on any food this time around.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Has a seat and picks up a utensil...stabs into one of the pastries, and to his surprise, finds it somewhat savory::  CTO:  Appearances can be deceiving.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@<HLM_Ens_Lawrence> *CIV*: Understood.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: nods and looks for something more... fruity::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Scratches at her injection site through her sleeve.::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@:: Stands and nods to his friend and respected colleague ::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CO:  I will not argue that.  At another time, away from food, if you are curious, tell me that again and I have a story for you.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::eyes the buffet curiously, sniffs ... maybe just a small plate, NO!::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@CIV: I'll also take my leave.  y'hhau
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens sets the frybread with the purple sauce down and reaches for a different pastry with a caramel-colored sauce on top:: 

CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::thinks, liquid diet liquid diet::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@::bows slightly, and heads out::
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@::Sighs a bit...but she never really asked for this job, and stands to her own feet, carrying her mug to the counter before exiting out another door::
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: A server meanders over, spies the CEO's hands are empty, and offers a tray of what appear to be muffins.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> CMO: These two appear to be of fruit with this one some type of honey. ::points to the two in question and continues to enjoy his::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@:: rings the com of the MO's quarters ::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@Door: Enter.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens sets the new pastry down on her plate and turns to Sellakc:: Sellakc: My bodyguard and I should be able to attend alongside you. Our primary focus here is, after all, to ensure your safety and to assist where appropriate.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::looks at the muffin, reaches out a hand to take one, slaps his hand away with his other hand:: Server: Sorry ... no! If I could get a glass of ice water though?
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  Remind me to ask about that.  ::Looks up, intending to keep a half-eye on Siddig::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: Takes a sip of juice, her evil vice, which she only allows when eating out::  CO: I will... maybe next card game where I can win back the chocolate I owe you from last night.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@:: Enters staring at the MO sternly:: MO: What have you done with LtJG. SIMMONS! :: takes a fighting stance ::
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::gingerly takes a nibble of one of the small cakes, and her eyes widen with surprise:: Self: Stars...this...this is...oh my...
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Very playful look.:: FCO: You sure you want to fight me?
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::watches Sheva eating ... leans over towards the CSO ... a little too far::
Host SM_James says:
<Server> CEO: Oh, certainly. ::points to a table filled with pitchers of assorted liquids, one of them... maybe possibly being water::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: his primary focus was the doctor, but he said nothing as he enjoyed small bites of the food, pausing each time to make sure it and his stomach got along.::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@:: Puts his hands up :: MO: I only fight if I know I can win.
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@::Takes the turbolift to the bridge, and steps out onto it::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  Just be careful you don't end up further upside-down on your side of the ledger.  ::Smiles simply::

CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::sees the server pointing, spies the liquid table, gets up and heads that way – takes two glasses, one for each hand::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens tries ones of the fruity pastries pointed out by Begay:: Begay:: I could use a little more sweet, let's try this
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@MO: You very much look the part. :: holds out his arm to her ::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: hearing Shiva's intake of breath she looks over worried::  CSO:  Everything alright?
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
All: ....It's so tasty! My taste buds are tingling. Amazing sensation. CEO: You totally have to try this!
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@HLM: Ensign, please forward all relevant information to my login in the ready room.
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Walks over to his outstretched arm and turns slowly:: FCO: Convincing enough?
Host SM_James says:
<Governor_Sellakc> CMO: I appreciate that, Doctor. I'll... try not to bore you too terribly much with the process. Or myself, for that matter.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@<HLM_Ens_Lawrence> :: stands :: Bridge: Acting Captain on the bridge
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: relaxes slightly and turns back to the captain::  CO: I will be more... careful.  Trust me, you will love the chocolate my brother sends me.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@<HLM4_Ens_M'irl> :: stands at attention from helm ::
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: Claymore relays a notice to the CO's PADD that last night's negotiations have been rescheduled to two hours from now.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@<HLM_Ens_Lawrence> CIV: Aye Ma'am, will do. 
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  I'm looking forward to it, of course.  ::Looks up toward the table where Sheva and Siddig sit, frowning momentarily, but looks away again and hopes that Siddig will exercise some more restraint::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Looks back to Rain, changing the subject::  CTO:  Did you see the news?
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
@ <SEC3_PO3_Jinhai> :: already standing, looks over and then back at sensors.::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
Sellakc: I appreciate that. I'm no stranger to bureaucracy, so I do understand.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@MO: It is.  That it is.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::at the drinks table, see Tsela-Yokaze looking his way, waves::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens bites into the new pastry and closes her eyes with a smile as the fruity flavor bursts from the pastry's filling::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@MO: Are you sure Arealynians are this ... beautiful though. ::coy smile::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CO: I only know what Sheva told me earlier.  I was working with security last night on what happened.  It was verified it was a Breen weapon that was fired. :: nods at the CEO::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::having retrieved what he is fairly certain is a glass of water, returns to sit next to Sheva::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  Yes, that's what I thought.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: watching the doctors expression smiles::  CMO:  If food could convince someone of anything, these people's food might have you staying here.
CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
@::Steps into the ready room and begins reading::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Chuckles...and casts him a half-smile.:: FCO: Well, this one is...we'll just have to argue good genes.  Oh, I should insert your transponder.  Let me go get it.
Host SM_James says:
<Governor_Sellakc> CMO: Perhaps you can remind me to refrain from throttling some of our less... decisive members, then. ::grins::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
Begay: I admit, I'm a sucker for a good fruit flavor. And this...this is fantastic
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<SEC1_PO1_Abara> :: Takes a couple of pastries and then returns next to Lindsey::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Heads to the bathroom where she left the hypo and returns a moment later walking slowly up to him.:: FCO: You said on the underside of the arm...you're a bit...overdressed if I'm going to administer it there.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::drinks his water, looks at Sheva's food, drinks his water::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CO:  The question, is it another stirring of the pot as those that tried to ummm... attack the ship?
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::takes another few satisfied bites of her pastry and gulps down some water:: CEO: Glad you're back in it with us. I can't imagine how painful it was. You're tougher than you look.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<SEC1_PO1_Abara> :: tears in half one that appears to have some kind of cheese in and shares with Lindsey::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::shaking slightly:: CSO: What? Umm ... yeah. Thanks.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::drinks water::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  No...I'm concerned it's considerably more complex than that.  ::Takes the final bite from his plate, chews, and swallows, his eyes slowly scanning this way and that as he finishes::  But probably best that we don't talk about it here.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
CSO: So ... umm ... how is the food? ::leans forward, takes another drink of his water::
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: A server comes around with a tray of small pastries with what appear to be something vaguely akin to bacon inside. On the tray, they're still sizzling.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens lightly chuckles at Sellakc's remarks:: Sellakc: I'll do my best, doctor's creed and all
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@MO: Pulls his arm out of its sleeves and through the underside. :: Laughing :: Always getting me to expose myself, Doctor.

CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::frantically motions to the server to bring the bacon looking thing over pronto:: CEO: Definitely more appetizing than last night. I'd say give it another shot, more carefully this time. If you want to borrow my tricorder and scan your food just in case, be my guest.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: The server adjusts her course slightly so that she passes the CSO and CEO.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::thinks about it:: CSO: That might be a good idea.... ::considers an anti-proton scan with a rapidly decaying isotope counter might do the trick::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@::Feels for a nice fleshy spot and sets the hypo there, injecting the transponder.:: FCO: Getting you to?  Oh no.  It's usually something you do of our own accord.  ::Sly grin.:: Not that I usually mind.  ::Pockets the now empty hypo::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: Concerned about the CEO, she looks over at him as she talks to the captain::  CO: So many different fractions plus an unknown or two.  But agreed.  Later when we can all get together.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::milking his glass of water with tiny constant sips::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Nods once, taking a sip of some water::  CTO:  I would feel more at ease if I had a schedule for today.  I should seek out Rylna soon.  ::Sits back in his seat, in thought::
Host SM_James says:
<Governor_Sellakc> CMO: Speaking of, we aught get you caught up on the latest, since... I'm assuming you haven't yet seen the news. I've been running it through filters for about two hours now. They called me about it an hour before that.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CO:  I admit it is a bit odd not to have one when we were invited to stay.  ::looks around to see if she can find Rylna::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens covers her mouth, which is currently full of a bright orange fruit, and nods to the governor::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
<TO3_LtJG_Begay> :: each bite has been rather small, but enough to fill him up for now.  Listens carefully to share a report later with his CTO::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::putting his mind on other things:: CSO: What else happened while I was away?
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
@MO: Keep that quick-to-inject hand ready.  It's a good technique.
Host SM_James says:
<Rylna> ::moves through the main doors of the dining hall, and makes his way in the general direction of the CO and his team::
MO_LtJG_Simmons says:
@FCO: I'm a doctor.  That's what we do best.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
CO:  Looks like your desire has arrived.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CTO:  I might have a memorandum.  I'll see when I return to my quarters.  ::Looks up and watches as Rylna approaches::
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
CEO: I got invited to something they call a 'healing ceremony', then they postponed it. Someone named Rylna... ::spots Rylna showing up coincidentally:: ...that guy over there was taking a keen interest in me last night. Not quite sure why yet.

CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
@ <SEC3_PO3_Jinhai> :: counts again the number of Arealynian military craft position between the Claymore and the planet and shakes his head.  How could they call those military crafts?  Sends an update to his CTO::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::looks at the tall guy that Sheva points out – remembers them from the day prior::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
CSO: Looks like a creepy creepo to me.
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: At the ping of a text coming through, looks to see Lu's update.  Sends a response and then waits for Rylna's arrival.::
Host SM_James says:
<Rylna> ::pauses near the captain's table, draws a slow nod:: CO: Captain. I do apologise for the somewhat disorganised situation. The assembly has rescheduled last night's negotiations to this morning, due to recent events. You should have been sent an updated schedule?
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
Rylna:  It is possible that I did, and simply missed the information before I arrived for breakfast.  But thank you.  I look forward to the meeting.  ::Smiles::
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
CEO: I don't know...can't say I feel the same. Maybe it's because I have white hair like they do, or maybe I remind them of a mythological figure from their histories. I'm curious at his interest, not so much suspicious.
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::slightly surprised:: CSO: You think he might have been hitting on you?
Host SM_James says:
<Rylna> ::nods once, then sidelongs a look Sheva's way as he turns to leave, pausing only briefly before he starts back out of the hall, apparently this being just one of a few things on his list... do Arealynians keep lists?::
CTO_LtJG_Tsela-Yokaze says:
:: quietly::  CO:  Is it my imagination or does Rylna have a special interest in Sheva?  I thought I noticed something last night, but with everything going on, I did not give it much thought.
CSO_LtJG_Sheva says:
::shrugs:: CEO: If he is, I don't think he would survive Andorian courtship rituals. ::grins wryly::
CEO_Ens_Siddig says:
::grins wryly with CSO::
Host SM_James says:
=/\= END MISSION =/\=
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